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Pennsylvania Farming 
A HISTORY IN LANDSCAPES 
SALLY MCMURRY 
$49.95 • Cloth • 978-0-8229-4515-4 • 496 pp.

“An outstanding contribution to scholarship on Pennsylvania’s historic agriculture. Merging 
lively writing with a careful use of documentary sources and field research, the book explores 
one of the nation’s oldest and most complex ecological and cultural regions to arrive at 
sensible explanations about why rural landscapes in the Keystone State look the way they do 
and how they got that way.”—Ritchie Garrison, University of Delaware
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Pathways to Our Sustainable Future  
A GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE FROM PITTSBURGH 
PATRICIA DEMARCO
$24.95 • Paper • 978-0-8229-6501-5 • 328 pp. 

“Patricia DeMarco has been a tireless advocate of sustainability in the City of Pittsburgh for 
many years. Through the leadership and guidance she exemplifies, Pittsburgh has become a 
model for urban centers everywhere in creating sustainable practices for present and future 
generations. This book serves as an outstanding guide to successful public and private 
partnerships that can lead these efforts going forward.”
—Mayor William Peduto, City of Pittsburgh

Guide to the Mammals of Pennsylvania
JOSEPH MERRITT

$27.95 • Paper • 978-0-8229-5393-7 • 448 pp.

“This is a guide that could not fail to meet every need. The conservation minded tramper, 
the avid hunter, the weekend nature lover, the homeowner in combat with house mice and 
raccoons, persons of a deeper scientific bent—all must be pleased by this excellent volume.” 
—Sunday Local News

Butterflies of Pennsylvania 
A FIELD GUIDE
JAMES L. MONROE AND DAVID M. WRIGHT

$24.95 • Paper • 978-0-8229-6455-1 • 328 pp.

Winner of  the 2017 National Outdoor Book Award, Nature Guidebook Category
“This work has all of the features that make field guides to a region’s butterfly fauna useful to 
anyone with a serious interest in that fauna. . . . the book is a bargain and a must for anyone 
with an interest not just in Pennsylvania’s fauna, but the northeast fauna as a whole.”
—News of the Lepidopterists’ Society
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Devastation and Renewal
AN ENVIRONMENTAL HISTORY OF PITTSBURGH AND ITS REGION
EDITED BY JOEL A. TARR

$32.95 • Paper • 978-0-8229-5892-5 • 312 pp.

Winner of  the 2005 Choice Magazine Certificate of  Commendation

“Pittsburgh etches in bold relief the environmental dilemmas that confronted cities everywhere in 
the industrial and postindustrial eras. This book raises profound questions about how cities can best 
surmount the legacy of industrial production in reconstructing contemporary landscapes.”

—Andrew Hurley, University of Missouri–St. Louis

Youghiogheny
APPALACHIAN RIVER
TIM PALMER

$22.95 • Paper • 978-0-8229-5361-6 • 352 pp.

By canoe, raft, van, and on foot, Tim Palmer explores the river from its highest spring to 
its industrial end. He writes about the people—afternoon visitors and eighth-generation 
natives —and about their pasts and their hopes, about the shaping of the land, and the land’s 
inevitable shaping of them.

Biking through History on the Great Allegheny 
Passage Trail
PAUL G. WIEGMAN, EDITED BY EDWARD K. MULLER

$24.95 • Paper • 978-0-8229-6455-1 • 304 pp.

“A must-read for anyone biking or hiking along any section of the Great Allegheny Passage. It will 
enrich their experiences many times over.”—Pittsburgh Post-Gazette
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